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Boasting a team of experienced Dermatologists, 
Dermal Therapists and Registered Nurses,  
Coco Skin Laser Health provides progressive,
well researched and holistic treatments to 
improve their clients’ skin and resolve any 
underlying skin issues. 

Coco Skin Laser Health’s main focus area is in skin 
rejuvenation, working with men and women of all 
ages, and includes services such as platelet rich 
plasma therapy, broadband light therapy (BBL), 
laser resurfacing treatments, laser facials, LED 
light therapy, cosmetic injectables, skin care and 
makeup consultations. 

The team behind Coco Skin Laser Health also 
promotes the reduction of stress through 
methods such as meditation and yoga to assist in 
overcoming many skin concerns. We asked  
Co-Founders Sarah Relic and Melissa Melia how 
jane iredale is molded into their business.

Q. What is it about jane iredale that you love?

A. “We love that jane iredale acts as both a
medicine and a makeup for the skin. It can
effectively calm down irritated and inflamed skin
by cooling and soothing and is effective on skin
conditions such as rosacea, dermatitis and acne.
When you use jane iredale foundation regularly in
your routine, your skin condition, sensitivity and
inflammation improves with time. We love that
there are a great range of colours to suit many
skin types.”

Coco Skin Laser Health  
Boutique laser treatments and cosmetic medicine

Q & A
Q. How does jane iredale enhance your
client experience?

A. “The Liquid Minerals are fantastic for use after
laser and light based treatments as the aloe vera
instantly calms and reduces the heat experienced
by the patient. They also leave the clinic like
nothing ever happened… it’s our little secret.”

Q. What is your top selling jane iredale
product and why?

A. “All of our coco babes love Moonglow Bronzer
and POMMISST Hydration Spray which is popular
among clients. We use Moonglow for cheek
and eye definition as it gives that sun kissed
and chiseled look whilst maintaining a natural
appearance and POMMISST to prolong your
glow throughout the day. These are favourites
among all staff and clients!

“We also love the staples such as the Liquid 
Minerals, primer and Amazing Base.”

Q. How do you successfully prescribe jane
iredale during your services?

A. “We use jane iredale post treatment as it is
gentle enough to be applied on irritated skin
after a treatment. This is a great opportunity to
demonstrate the benefits of the range.”

www.cocoskinlaserhealth.com.au Coco Skin Laser Health, Newcastle, NSW
@cocoskinlaserhealth
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